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INTRODUCTION 
The main results in this paper are trivial. But what is trivial when described in 
the abstract can be far from clear in the context of a complicated situation where 
it is needed. Hence it seems worthwhile to set down explicit formulations and 
proofs of these results. 
We will be concerned with the conditions that must be verified to establish 
a canonical form for the elements of a ring, semigroup, or similar algebraic 
structure. 
Suppose R is an associative algebra with 1 over the commutative ring K, and 
that we have a presentation of R by a family X of generators and a family S of 
relations. Suppose each relation 0 E S has been written in the form W, = f. , 
where W, is a monomial (a product of elements of X) and f. is a k-linear com- 
bination of monomials, and that we wish to use these relations as instructions 
for “reducing” (or “straightening”) expressions Y  for elements of R. That is, if 
any of the monomials occurring in the expression Y  contains one of the W, as a 
subword, we substitute fD for that subword, and we iterate this process as long as 
possible. Now the difficulty is that this process is not in general well defined. 
At each step we must choose which reduction to apply to which subword of 
which monomial. Under what hypotheses can one nonetheless show that such a 
procedure will bring every expression to a unique irreducible form ? And may 
one then conclude that these yield a canonical form for elements of R ? 
* Part of this work was done while the author held a National Science Foundation 
Graduate Fellowship, part while he was partly supported by NSF contract GP 9152, 
and part while he was supported by NSF contract MPS 73-08528. 
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There is a very general result of this sort due to Newman [43, Sect. 31, often 
called the “Diamond Lemma.” Let G be an oriented graph. Here the vertices 
of G may be expressions for the elements of some algebraic object and the edges 
reduction steps going from one such expression to another “better” one, where 
enough reductions are given so that the equivalence relation they generate 
corresponds to equality in the object. Now suppose that 
(i) The oriented graph G has descending chain condition. That is, all 
positively oriented paths in G terminate; and 
(ii) whenever two edges, e and e’, proceed from one vertex (I of G, there 
exist positively oriented paths p,p’ in G leading from the endpoints b, b’ of 
these edges to a common vertex c. (The “confluence” or “diamond” condition.) 
Then every connected component C of G has a unique minimal vertex m, . 
This means that every maximal positively oriented path beginning at a point of C 
will terminate at m,; in other words, that the given reduction procedure yields 
unique canonical forms for elements of the original algebraic object. 
Our main result, Theorem 1.2, is an analog and strengthening of the above 
observations for the case of associatiue rings, with reduction procedures of the 
form sketched earlier. It is self-contained and does not follow Newman’s graph- 
theoretic formulation. The strengthening lies in the result that the analogs of 
conditions (i) and (ii) need only be verified for monomials, and in fact that (ii) need 
only be verified for “minimal nontrivial ambiguously reducible monomials”. 
That is, it suffices to check, for each monomial which can be written as ABC 
witheitherAB= W,,BC= Wk(a,TES,B#l)orABC= W,,B= W, 
(u # 7 E S) that the two expressions to which ABC reduces (in the first case, 
foC and AfT; in the second fe and Af$) can be reduced to a common value. 
This fact has been considered obvious and used freely by some ring-theorists 
(e.g., [17, Sect. !5l), but others seem unaware of it and write out tortuous 
verifications. Our proof is straightforward, but not quite as vacuous as it might 
seem, owing to the complication that after a substitution in a polynomial expres- 
sion, some of the newly arising terms can coincide with monomials already 
occurring. 
A further improvement we get, useful in many applications, is that in the 
analog of (ii), the paths p and p’ need not be strictly positively oriented, but 
must merely stay “below” the original element ABC, with respect to a partial 
ordering on monomials introduced in connection with (i). (Condition (a’) of 
Theorem 1.2.) In Section 4 we also show how one may take advantage of identities 
to greatly simplify the verification of the confluence conditions in certain common 
sorts of presentation. Other sections give applications, variants, and generaliza- 
tions of the main result. 
Sections 1,2.1,3, (4) form a natural unit for the reader or seminar that does not 
want to take on this long a paper; a sort of “What every ring theorist should 
know.” The reader who wants to go on from there but skip the more specialized 
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and tedious parts might then read Sections 5, 6, the first half of 8, 9.1-9.5, 
10.1, 10.3, 11.2, and 11.3, with modifications depending on his or her own 
taste and interest. The semigroup-theorist might want to read only Sections 1, 
5, 9.1, 9.2, and 11.2. All sections depend on Section 1; subsequent sections 
are largely independent of one another, except for the sequences 3-4 and 6-8. 
I am indebted to P. M. Cohn and others for acquainting me with relevant 
literature. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM: BASES FOR ASSOCIATIVE K-ALGEBRAS 
Let k be a commutative associative ring with 1, X a set, (X) the free semigroup 
with 1 on X, and k(X) the free associative k-algebra on X, which is the semi- 
group algebra of (X). 
Let S be a set of pairs of the form u = (W, ,fO), where W, E (X),f, E k(X). 
For any 0 E S and A, B E (X), let rAoB denote the k-module endomorphism of 
k(X) that fixes all elements of (X) other than AWOB, and that sends this basis 
element to AfoB. We shall call the given set S a reduction system, and the maps 
rAOB: k(X) -+ k(X) reductions. 
We shall say a reduction r,,, acts trivially on an element a E k(X) if the 
coefficient of A W,B in a is zero, and we shall call a irreducible (under S) if every 
reduction is trivial on a, i.e., if a involves none of the monomials AW,B. The 
k-submodule of all irreducible elements of k(X) will be denoted k(X& . 
A finite sequence of reductions r, ,..., r, (ri = rAgoiBi) will be said to be$nal on 
a E k(X) if r, *.. Y,(U) E k(X)irr . 
An element a of k(X) will be called reduction-jinite if for every infinite 
sequence r, , r2 ,... of reductions, ri acts trivially on riel . .. rl(a) for all sufficiently 
large i. I f  a is reduction-finite, then any maximal sequence of reductions ri , such 
that each ri acts nontrivially on riel *** ri(u), will be finite, and hence a final 
sequence. It follows from their definition that the reduction-finite elements form 
a k-submodule of k(a. 
We shall call an element a E k(X) reduction-unique if it is reduction-finite, 
and if its images under all final sequences of reductions are the same. This 
common value will be denoted r,(a). 
The next lemma will handle the difficulties in the proof of our theorem that 
would arise from possible coalescence and cancellation of terms after reduction 
of a sum or product. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) The set of reduction-unique elements of k(X) forms a k-sub- 
module, and rs is a k-linear map of this submodule into k(X)irr . 
(ii) Suppose a, b, c E k(X) are such that for all monomials A, B, C occurring 
with nonzero coeficient in a, b, c, respectively, theproduct ABC is reduction-unique. 
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(Inparticular this implies that abc is reduction-unique.) Let Y be anyfinite composition 
of reductions. Then ar(b) c is reduction-unique, and r,(ar(b)c) = r,(abc). 
Proof. (i) Say a, b E k(X) are reduction-unique, and a! E k. We know aa + b 
is reduction-finite. Let Y  be any composition of reductions final on this element. 
Since a is reduction-unique we can find a composition of reductions I’ such that 
r’r(a) = r,(a), and similarly there is a composition of reductions Y” such that 
r”r’r(b) = r,(b). As Y(MZ + b) is irreducible, we have r(aa + b) = Y”Y’Y(CUZ + b) = 
cd’~‘r(a) + r?+(b) = M&Z) + r,(b), f  rom which our assertions follow. 
(ii) By (i) and th e way (ii) is formulated, it clearly suffices to prove (ii) in 
the case where a, b, c are monomials A, B, C, and Y  is a single reduction rDoE . 
But in this case, Ar,,,(B)C = rADoEC (ABC), which is the image of ABC under 
a reduction, hence is reduction-unique if ABC is, with the same reduced form. m 
Let us call a 5-tuple (u, T, A, B, C) with (J, T E S and A, B, C E (X) - {l}, 
such that W, = AB, W, = BC, an overlap amb@ity of S. We shall say the 
overlap ambiguity (a, 7, A, B, C) is resolvable if there exist compositions of 
reductions, Y  and Y’, such that r(f,C) = r’(Af7) (the confluence condition on the 
results of the two indicated ways of reducing ABC.) 
Similarly, a 54uple ( u,~,A,B,C) with U#TES and A,B,CE(X) will 
be called an inclusion ambiguity if W, = B, W, = ABC; and such an ambiguity 
will be called resolvable if AfUC andfi can be reduced to a common expression. 
By a semigrouppartial ordering on (X) we shall mean a partial order “<” such 
that B < B’ G- ABC < AB’C (A, B, B’, C E (X)), and it will be called 
compatible with S if for all a E S, fO is a linear combination of monomials < W, . 
Let I denote the two-sided ideal of k(X) generated by the elements W, - fO 
(U E S). As a k-module, I is spanned by the products A(WO - f,)B. 
I f  < is a partial order on (X) compatible with the reduction system S, and A 
is any element of (X), let IA denote the submodule of k(X) spanned by all 
elements B( W, - fU)C such that B W,C < A. We shall say that an ambiguity 
(a, T, A, B, C) is resolvable relative to < if fUC - AfT ~~~~~ (or for inclusion 
ambiguities, if Af$ - fi E IABe). Any resolvable ambiguity is resolvable relative 
to <. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let S be a reduction system for a free associative algebra k(X) 
(a subset of(X) x k(X)), and G a sem&rouppartial ordering on <X>, compatible 
with S, and having descend& chain condition. Then the following conditions are 
equiv&nt : 
(a) All ambiguities of S are resolvable. 
(a’) All ambiguities of S are resolvable relative to 6. 
(b) All elements of k(X) are reduction-unique under S. 
W/29/2-4 
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(c) A set of representatives in k(X) for the elements of the algebra R = 
k(X}/I determined by the generators X and the relations W, = f0 (u E S) is given 
by the k-submodule k(X)i, spanned by the S-irreducible monomials of(X). 
When these conditions hold, R may be identajied with the k-module k(X)i,, , 
made a k-algebra by the multiplication a . b = rs(ab). 
Proof. We easily see from our general hypothesis, by induction with respect to 
the partial ordering with descending chain condition <, that every element of 
(X), and hence every element of k(X), is reduction-finite. 
To show (b) * (c), first note that (c) simply says k(X) = k(X)i, @I. 
Assuming (b), rS will be a projection of k(X) onto k(X)irr; its kernel is contained 
in I because every reduction alters an element by a member of I, and contains I 
because for all A, B, u, r,(A(W’ - f,)B) = r,(AWJS) - rs(Af,B) = 0 by 
Lemma 1.1, proving (c). Conversely, assume (c) and suppose a E k(X) can be 
reduced to either of b, b’ E k(X)i, . Then b - b’ E k(X)irr n I = (01, proving 
@I. 
The final comment in the statement of the theorem is clear, and the implica- 
tions (b) ( ) ( ‘) 3 a 3 a are immediate. It remains to prove (a’) 3 (b). 
Assume (a’). It will suffice to prove all monomials D E (X) reduction-unique, 
since the reduction-unique elements of k(X) form a submodule. We assume 
inductively that all monomials < D are reduction-unique. Thus the domain of 
r, includes the submodule spanned by all these monomials, so the kernel of 
r, contains Io . We must now show that given any two reductions r,,,, and 
r,‘,, each acting nontrivially on D (and hence each sending D to a linear com- 
bination of monomials < D) we will have YJY~~&D)) = ~s(r~,&D)). There 
are three cases, according to the relative locations of the subwords W, and W, 
in the monomial D. We may assume without loss of generality that length(l) < 
length (L’), i.e., that the indicated copy of W, in D begins no later than the 
indicated copy of W, . 
Case 1. The subwords W, and W, overlap in D, but neither contains the 
other. Then D = LABCM, where (a, 7, A, B, C) is an overlap ambiguity of S, 
and TL~~@) - ‘L’TM CD) = L(f,C - AfJM. BY (a’), f$ - Afi ~~~~~~ so 
L(f,C - Af,)M E ZLaacM = Ib , which is annihilated by rS . Thus rS(rLoM,(D)) - 
TJT~,~~(D)) = 0, as required. 
Case 2. One of the subwords W, , W, of D is contained in the other. This 
case is handled like the preceding, using the resolvability of inclusion ambiguities 
relative to <. 
Case 3. W, and W, are disjoint subwords of D. Then D = LWONWTM, and 
the elements we must prove equal are rs(Lf,NWTM) and rs(LWONfTM). But 
Lemma 1. I(ii) shows each of these equal to vs(Lf,Nf,M). 1 
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(One might ask: If a reduction system S has unresolvable ambiguities, can’t 
we make the reduction-procedure well-defined by restricting our reduction 
procedure by some additional rules which specify which reduction to apply 
whenever there is a choice ? This would give a well-defined procedure, but not a 
canonical form. Two irreducible expressions to which one element could have 
been reduced under the unrestricted procedure will still be distinct irreducible 
expressions corresponding to the same element of R. We shall see in the next 
section that the way to handle unresolvable ambiguities is not to restrict but to 
extend our reduction procedure.) 
The machinery set up above is of course just a formalization of very natural 
considerations in the study of normal forms for elements of a K-algebra. Having 
proved things formally, we shall in our applications often return to informal 
language, e.g., speak of substituting a certain expression for a certain word 
rather than saying that a certain pair will belong to our reduction system. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in the canonical forms themselves, but 
the following obvious Corollary may be of use for other purposes: 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let k(X) be a free associative algebras, and “<” a sem@n~p 
partial ordering of (X) with descending &in condition. 
If S is a reduction system on k(X) compatible with < and having no ambiguities, 
then the set of k-algebra relations W,, = f. (u E S) is independent. 
More generally, if S, C S, are reduction systems, such that S, is compatible with 
< and all its ambiguities are resolvable, and if S, contains some u such that W, is 
irreducible with respect to S, , then the inclusion of ideals associated with these 
systems, I1 C I, , is strict. 1 
2. APPLICATION: A PROBLEM ON IDEMPOTENTS 
2.1. I was first led to the ideas of this paper by struggling with: 
American Mathematical Monthly ADVANCED PROBLEM 5082 [l]. Let R be 
a ring in which, if either x + x = 0 or x + x + x = 0, it follows that x = 0. 
Suppose that a, b, c and a + b -+- c are all idempotents in R. Does it follow that 
ab =O? 
Evidently we should study the ring R defined by generators a, b, c and 
relations: 
a2 = a > (1) 
b2 = b, (2) 
ca = c 
(a + b + c)” = i + b + c. 
(3) 
(40) 
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We can use the first three relations to eliminate monomials containing the 
sequences au, bb, cc from all expressions in R. If  in (4,,) we expand the left-hand 
side, simplify the result using (l), (2) and (3), and isolate an arbitrary term, we 
get the relation: 
6a = -ub - bc - cb - UC - cu. (4) 
Do (l)-(4), used as reduction formulas, yield unique canonical forms for 
elements of R ? There are five ambiguously reducible sequences: 
uuu, Mb, ccc; baa, bbu. 
The resolvability of the first three ambiguities is immediate. But in the last 
two cases, if we reduce the monomial in question in the two possible ways, 
equate the resulting expressions, and complete the reductions, we get a nontrivial 
equation. This turns out to be the same for both cases. Isolating a judiciously 
chosen term, it reads: 
bcu = ubc + ucb + cub + cut + cbc + 2ab + 2ac + 2cb + bc + cu. (5) 
If  this is added to our list of reduction rules, then baa and Mu will now reduce 
to unique expressions. Two new ambiguities have been created, however: 
bbcu and bcuu. But when we analyze each of these in the same way (a full-page 
computation) all terms cancel. Accepting this gift-horse without question, we 
conclude that no more formulae need be added to our list. 
The monomials irreducible under this reduction system are those words in 
a, b and c in which no letter occurs twice in succession, and the sequences bu 
and bca never occur; i.e. b never occurs (immediately or at a distance) to the 
left of a. 
To see that this procedure eventually terminates for every element, note that 
in each of (l)-(5), the right-hand side is a linear combination of terms that are 
either of shorter length than the left-hand side, or have the same length as the 
left-hand side, fewer occurrences of b to the left of a, and no more total 
occurrences of b or a. From this it follows that the same will be true for the 
equations obtained by applying one of these reductions to a subword of any 
longer word. (The observation about total occurrences of b and a is needed for 
this deduction. If  it failed, e.g. if the right-hand side of (5) had an aca term, 
then on reducing bcbcu, the number of occurrences of b to the left of a would 
not be decreased.) In formal language, then, the partial ordering of monomials 
that sets U < V if U is shorter than V, or of the same length but with fewer 
b’s to the left of U’S and no more a’s or b’s than V, is a semigroup partial ordering 
with descending chain condition, and compatible with our system of reductions 
(l)-(5). As all ambiguities of that system are resolvable, we conclude that the 
irreducible words form a Z-basis for R. In particular, 2 and 3 are not zero- 
divisors in R, and ub # 0, so the original question is answered in the negative 
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Mauldon, inspired by the same problem, obtains essentially this result in [41]. 
Though the calculations involved are the same, his method of justifying the 
conclusion is not, and one can extract from it a somewhat different version of 
Theorem 1.2, which I will discuss in Section 11.1. 
2.2. Generalizations and Questions 
Mauldon also remarks that the indicated normal form continues to hold if the 
right-hand side of (4,,) is replaced by n(a + b + c) for any integer 12, though 
the reduction formulas (4) and (5), and hence the computations needed to verify 
the normal form, become messier. I record below the result of a still more general 
computation suggested by Mauldon’s. (Note that in the situation described below 
one immediately uses (6) to eliminate the generator d, but its presence makes the 
initial presentation more symmetrical. Our original problem is the case 
ol=B=y=-l,S=l,~‘=B’=y’=s’=O.) 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let k be a commutative ring, a,..., 6’ elements of k, and 
R the k-algebra presented by generators a, b, c, d and relations 
a+b+c+d=O, (6) 
a2 + cya + 01’ = 0, b2 + pb + /I’ = 0, c2 + yc + y’ = 0, da + Sd + 8’ = 0. 
(7) 
Then a basis for R is given by the set of all words in a, b, c in which no letter 
appears twice in ftucession, and b never occurs to the left of a. 1 
Sketch of proof. One obtains reduction formulae for this algebra in terms of 
the generators a, b, c, generalizing (l)-(5). Th e conditions for resolvability of all 
ambiguities in these reductions must be a family of polynomial equations in 
a,..., 8’. Hence these will hold for all values of a,..., 6’ in all commutative rings 
k if they hold for all choices of these elements in a field k of characteristic 0; 
In that case we can make the change of variables A = a + or/2, B = b + /3/2, 
C = c - (a + j3 + S)/2, D = d + S/2, which gives us defining relations of the 
same form, but with 01 = /3 = S = 0, and this case is computationally 
manageable. 1 
The number of monomials of length <n in the basis described in Proposition 
2.2.1 is d. This nonexponential rate of growth implies that if R is without zero 
divisors, it is an Ore ring. It would be interesting to know whether R is indeed 
without zero divisors when the quadratic polynomials in (7) are all irreducible; 
whether, when it does have zero-divisors, it is a Goldie ring, and if so, what its 
Artinian ring of fractions looks like. 
Observations and questions of the sort Mauldon makes for his rings [41, 
Theorem 4, and conjecture, p. 9721 can also be made for rings in this wider 
class. As a simple example, if k is a field of characteristic 0, and OL’, /I’, ylV 6’ are 
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zero, then one can show by looking at traces that any homomorphism of R into a 
matrix ring over k will annihilate a, b, c if 01, /3, y, 6 are either (i) positive rational 
numbers, or (ii) linearly independent over Q C k, or most generally (iii) are 
simultaneously sent to positive values under some Q-linear map k -+ Q. One 
may ask whether in this situation the ideal of R generated by a, b, and c is the 
only nonzero ideal. 
3. APPLICATION: THE POINCAR~BIRKHOFF-WITT THEOREM 
Let k be a commutative ring and 5! a Lie algebra over k which is free as a 
k-module, on a basis X. Let us form the free associative k-algebra K(X), and 
identify A? with the k-submodule of k(X) spanned by X. Thus we have Lie 
brackets [ , ] operating on that submodule of k(X). 
Let k[f?] denote k(X)/I, where I is the 2-sided ideal generated by all elements 
ab - ba - [a, b] (u, b E 2). Given a E !Z we shall write a’ for the image of a in 
k[I?]. This ring is the universu2 enveloping algebra of 2, i.e., it is universal among 
associative k-algebras R given with a k-linear map a ++ a’: L! -+ R such that 
[a, b]’ = a’b’ - b’u’ (a, b E 2). (If we write [ , 1s for commutator brackets 
in an associative algebra R, this equation takes the form [a’, 81s = [u, b]‘; the 
given generators for I likewise become [a, b],o, - [a, b].) 
Let us choose any total ordering < on X. Note that by the k-bilinearity of the 
Lie brackets of 2, the ideal I will be generated by the elements xy - yx - [x, y] 
with x, y E X, while by the antisymmetry of the bracket, such elements with 
x < y will in fact generate the whole ideal. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Poincare [47], Birkhoff [ll], Witt [60].) k[2] is free us a 
k-module, on the basis consisting of all products x’y’ **a x’ such that x, y,..., z E X, 
utfdx<y=g ..-<x. 
Proof. Let S be the reduction system on k(X) consisting of the pairs 
a,, = (yx, xy - [x, y]) for all y > x in X. Thus, the ideal generated by the 
differences W, - fc (CT E S) is precisely 1, and the images in k[2] of the words 
irreducible under S are precisely the alleged basis. 
To show that this system of reductions must terminate, let us define the 
misordering index of an element x1 *a* x, E (X’j as the number of pairs (i,j) 
such that i < j but xi > xi. (For example, 0 if xi < --. < x,; n(n - 1)/2 if 
q > *.. > x, .) Let us partially order (X) by setting A < B if A is of smaller 
length than B, or if A is a permutation of the terms of B but has smaller mis- 
ordering index. Then it is straightforward to check that < is a semigroup 
partial ordering of (X), compatible with S, and having descending chain con- 
dition. 
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Note that for any a, b E I?, 
ab - ba - [a, b] E I, for any C E (X) of length >2. (8) 
The ambiguities of S are clearly precisely the 5-tuples (Use , a,, , x, y, x) 
with z > y > x E X. To resolve such an ambiguity relative to < we must 
study the element 
ylow&Y~) - $“&yx) = (y= - [Y, 44 - WY - 4% rl). 
To further reduce the term yzx, we apply first Y~~,~ , and then to handle the yxz 
which results, I,,,#~ . Similarly, to deal with zxy we apply ~r~,,~ and then ~~~~~~ 
We thus get 
By (8) this is congruent modulo I,, to Lx, [Y, 41 + [Y, 1% 41 + P, [%YlI, 
which is zero by the Jacobi identity in 3% So our ambiguities are resolvable 
relative to <. Hence by Theorem 1.2, k[3?] has the basis indicated. 1 
The above is quite close to Birkhoff’s original proof, which in fact contains 
the idea of Theorem 1.2, though not an explicit formulation thereof. Witt’s 
proof looks rather different. He considers a certain action of the permutation 
group S, upon the space spanned by monomials of degree <n. The Jacobi 
identity turns out to correspond to the defining relations ((i, i + I)(i + 1, 
i + 2))3 = 1 in a presentation of S, in terms of the generators (i, i + 1). 
Poincare’s 1899 proof [47, Sect. III] is more or less by “brute force”, and 
appears to have a serious gap, but it is a surprizingIy early exampIe of the idea of 
constructing a ring as the factor-algebra of a free associative algebra by (in 
effect) the ideal generated by a system of relators. 
We remark that for k a field and 52, % Lie algebras over k, it is an open question 
whether k[f?] z k[2’] implies 1! s 8’; even whether any 3 such that k[i?] is a 
free associative algebra must be a free Lie algebra! 
4. APPLICATIONS: How TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IDENTITIES 
It is not surprizing that to work out the rather arbitrary problem of Section 2 
one should have to make nontrivial computations (though I did the dirty work 
behind the scenes and only reported the results). But one would hope that in the 
proof of the PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt theorem, even the amount of “scratch-work” 
we went through above could be replaced by something more conceptual. 
Specifically, assuming one has already made the fundamental calculation showing 
that the commutator operation of an associative algebra satisfies the Jacobi 
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identity, one should be able to use this fact instead of repeating what is in essence 
the same calculation. 
And in fact, one can. Given z > y > x as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the 
Jacobi identity for commutators in K(X) says that 
Lx, [YI 4wXJkm + [Y, [% 4k<X>lk~X> + k4 [XT Ylk<X>IK<X> = 0. (9) 
We observe that by applying reductions from S to appropriate terms, we can 
reduce the left hand side of (9), first to [x, [y, z]IkCX) + [y, [z, zc]llcCX, + 
14 [XT YIINX, 9 and finally to [x, [Y, 41 + [Y, [x, 41 + [z, [x, y]], which is 
zero by the Jacobi identity in 2. (So what ?) Now note that if the terms on the 
left-hand-side of (9) are expanded, the monomial zyx appears exactly twice, 
in the first term and in the third (with opposite signs of course), and that in the 
reductions we have performed, ~r~,,~ acted on the first term, and rzo,,r on the 
second. Further, all the other reductions we performed on the left-hand side 
of (9) affected monomials that were <zyx under the partial ordering of Theorem 
3.1, hence changed the value by members of I,,, . Since we started and ended 
with 0, we may conclude that rro.,r(~y~) - rzOyzl(zy~) E I,,, , as desired. 
The following lemma more or less states the general principle involved here, 
and the first corollary covers the above application. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose S is a reduction system on a free algebra k(X), and “<” 
a semigroup partial ordering on (X) compatible with S. Let 
(0, T> A, B, C) (10) 
be an overlap ambiguity (respectively an inclusion ambiguity) of S, and suppose 
fi + **- -kfn = 0 (11) 
is an equation holding in k(X), such that only two terms of this equation, say fi and 
fj , involve the monomial ABC with nonzero coejicient, and in these its coefficients 
are units of k. Then the ambiguity (10) is resolvable relative to < if and only if 
fi + ... + r bc(fi> + ... + r.4,l(fj) + **’ +fn EIABC (12) 
(or the analogous formula in the case of an inclusion ambiguity). 
Proof. Trivial. 1 
I say this “more or less” captures our principle because it ignores the fact that 
when for instance we applied rlo,rr to the monomial zyx in the first term of (9), in 
reducing Ix, [Y, 4k~XJk~~~ to LT [Y, 41kcx> , we were simultaneously applying 
rzOpyr to the monomial xzy of the same term, so that we never explicitly wrote 
the expression corresponding to (12). So a caveat in applying the above lemma is 
to make sure that not only subsequent reductions, but also reductions performed 
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“together with” our first one, only affect monomials <ABC, under our partial 
ordering. When we abstract the above calculation in the next corollary, this 
caveat takes the form of the hypotheses that zyx > yxz, zyz > xzy, and in 
subsequent corollaries it is represented by similar order-conditions. 
The first sentenze of Lemma 4.1 above will be a general hypothesis for all the 
corollaries in this section. We shall henceforth write ‘I[ , I” for the commutator 
operation in associative akebras, since there will no longer be another Lie operation 
from which it must be distinguished. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose x, y, z are elements of X, such that zyx > yxz and 
zyx > xzy under our partial ordering, and suppose S coutaitas reductions 
u = (ZY, YX + 4, 
7 = (YX, XY + 4, 
(a, b E KU). 
Then the ambiguity ( a, 7, z, y, x) is resolvable relative to “<” if and omy if our 
reduction system respects the Jacobi identity 
L;c, [Y, 41 + [Y, [% XII + LT [%Yll = 0 
in the sense that 
Lx, al + [Y, P, 41 + P, bl EL,. I 
Actually, even having the example of the Birkhoff-Witt theorem, and another 
to be mentioned at the end of this section, I did not see through to the principle 
of Lemma 4.1 until Earl Taft happily provided me with some normal form 
problems arising in the study of Hopf algebras in characteristic p. Let me first 
give the additional general results needed for these, and then the specific 
examples. We recall that for x an element of an associative algebra R, ad x: R + R 
is defined to be the map y H [x, y] = xy - yx. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that char k = p, a Jin;te prime, i.e., that k is a 
commutative &-algebra, suppose x, y are elements of X such that yx > xy (respec- 
tively xy > yx) and suppose S contains elements 
= = (yx, xy - a) 
T = (XP, b). 
(ye@. (v, yx + a), 
Then the ambiguity (a, 7, y, x, x-l) (resp. (T, u, xp--l, x, y)) is resolvable relative 
to < if and only if our reduction system respects the identity 
(ad xP(Y) = (ad X%Y) [31, Chap. V, (60), p. 1861 
in the sense that 
(ad x)“‘(a) - (ad b)(y) E I,zv (resp. &,). I 
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COROLLARY 4.4. suppose x is an eknwnt of X and II a positive integer such 
that S contains an element 
u = (xn, a). 
Then all the ambiguities (a, (T, xi, x”--~, xi) are resolvable relative to < if and only if 
our reduction system respects the identity 
[x”, x] = 0 
in the sense that 
[a, xl EIsacl . I 
The reader can now establish the two results Taft asked for. All algebras are 
over a field k of characteristic p: 
EXERCISE 4.5. Suppose p # 2. Then the algebra presented by generators 
x, y, z and relations 
ix, Yl = x, 
xp = 0, 
[Y, 4 = --x7 
YP = y, 
[x, 2i] = x2/2, 
.zp = 0, 
(Taft and Wilson [55]) 
has dimension p3, with basis (~~y%~ j 0 < a, b, c < p}. (First find a formula 
for the nth power of the derivation on K[x] taking x to x2/2.) 
The following simpler-looking case turned out to be harder: 
EXERCISE 4.6. The algebra presented by generators x, y  and relations 
[x,y]=y2--y, xp=x, yP=l (Radford [56, p. 1581) 
has dimension p2, with basis (xayb ] 0 < a, b < p>. (If D: h[y] + h[y] is the 
derivation such that D(y) = y2 - y, there is not a simple formula for D”(y). 
But if we define two other derivations by DI(y) = y2, D,(y) = -y, then 
D = D, + D, , Observing that [Dl , D,] = D, , and using the formula for the 
pth power of a sum of derivations in characteristic p [31, Sect. 5.71, you can 
evaluate DP( y), and thus make the desired calculations.) 
EXERCISE 4.7. Prove the analog for p-Lie algebras of the Poincare-Birkhoff- 
Witt theorem [31, Theorem 5.121. 
Finally, we have the following application of Lemma 4.1, which is relevant 
to Cohn’s and my work concerning algebras R with systems of matrices over R 
having universal properties. For example, if m and n are positive integers and k 
a commutative ring, then the k-algebra R with a universal module-isomorphism 
4: Rm z R” may be presented by 2mn generators, mn of which are the entries xij 
of the m x rt matrix x representing 5, and the other mn, the entries yij of the 
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inverse matrix y, together with defining relations constituting the matrix 
equations xy = I, , yx = I, , namely, 
7 
xhiYi5 = 6h5 9 c Yhixi5 = 6h5 ’ 
1 
In the following corollary, the families of elements ((xJ>,..., ((Q,)) should 
likevirise be thought of as the entries of rectangular matrices x, y, z, U, v. (For 
a general discussion of such universal-matrix constructions see [5, Introduction]. 
For normal-form results see [5, Sect. 9, in particular pp. 62-631; cf. [17, 19,371.) 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose p, m, n, q are positive integers, and that X contains 
elements x,& , yhl , xu (g $ p, h < m, i < n, j < q). Suppose t.~ < m is a positive 
integer such that xgUyUi > x,,hy,,i for all h # CL, and v < n a positive integer such 
that y,,,,.zr* > yhizi, for all i # v, and that S contains reductions 
u si = 
( 
xgLb3Lt 2- c x,hYhi + %i (g < P, i < 4, 
h#rr 
(13) 
where u If , vh3 E k(x). (This system of reductions represents matrix relations 
xy = u, yx = v, with the rth, respectively the vth, summand of each entry of the 
product-matrix taken as the word to be reduced.) 
Then the pq ambiguities (uoy , rU5 , x,, , yLTy , zVJ) (g < p; j < q) are resolvable 
relative to < if and only sf the reduction system S respects the associative identity 
for matrix multiplication 
(xyb = 3c(Y4 
in the sense that 
242 - xv E (&grrvp,zy,~>. I (14) 
For normal-form calculations based similarly on the associative identity for 
multiplication of formal power series or formal Laurent series, see [751. 
Remark 4.9. If in Lemma 4.1 we add the hypothesis that all monomials 
<ABC are reduction-unique, which will generally be known to be true in any 
useful application of that Lemma, then the hypothesis that the two nonzero 
coefficients of ABC in (11) b e units can be weakened to require only that they 
be non-zero-divisors ink. For when all monomials <ABC are reduction-unique, 
I ABC can be characterized as Ker(r, 1 span of {monomials < ABC}); so if we 
write a and --(Y for the two coefficients of ABC in (ll), then (12) implies that 
a(foC - AfJ E IABC , whence ars(f,,C - Af,) = 0, whence rs(fOC - Af,) = 0, 
so the given ambiguity is in fact resolvable. 
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Throughout this section we have based our computations on identities for 
associative algebras. There may also be situations in which one would like to 
use in the same way some equation known to hold in the ring R one is working 
with. One can indeed do this, provided that the equation in question arises from 
“lower” applications of the reduction rules, as indicated in (15) below. Though 
the formal statement is obviously equivalent to Lemma 4.1 (which is itself 
obvious), I record it as a reminder of the possibility of using this trick. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Lemma 4.1 remains true if (11) is weakened to 
xl+ ... +fnEIABC. I (15) 
5. OBSERVATIONS ON SOME PRACTICAL QUESTIONS 
5.1. The reader may wonder why we have seen no cases of inclusion 
ambiguities among our examples. This is because inclusion ambiguities are, in a 
sense, always avoidable. 
Suppose S is a reduction system for a free algebra k(X). Let us construct a 
subset s’ C S by (i) dropping all o E S such that W, contains a proper subword of 
the form W, (T E S), and (ii) whenever more than one element, CQ , o2 ,... E S act 
on the same monomial (i.e., WC, = WU, = ...) dropping all but one of the ui 
from S. Then s’ will have no inclusion ambiguities, and will have the property 
that a member of k(X) is reducible under S’ if and only if it is reducible under S. 
But from this it follows that if a E k(X) is reduction-unique under S, then it is 
reduction-unique under S’ and rs(u) = rs(a). Hence if S is such that every 
element of k(X) is reduction-unique under it, then S’ has the same property, 
and r,, = r, . Thus S’, which has no inclusion ambituities, defines the same 
ring and the same canonical form as S. 
5.2. The example of Section 2 (idempotents a, b, c,...) was the only one 
of our applications where we saw how oneJinds a normal form for a given ring. 
When our original reduction formulae (l)-(4) t urned out to have nonresolvable 
ambiguities, these led to new equations (k-linear relations holding in R among 
monomials irreducible under our existing reductions) which we made into new 
reduction formulae. 
Note that in this process, we had to make a choice of which term of each 
equation to isolate as our “W, .” Some observations on the consequences of this 
choice for Eq. (5) in the above-mentioned example are instructive: If  we had 
used acb rather than bca, this would have resulted in four rather than two new 
ambiguities. Now an ambiguity means that more than one reduction can be 
applied to some monomial, hence whether resolvable or not, it represents a 
kind of inefficiency in our reduction system. By a counting argument one can 
deduce that there must necessarily be a greater number of monomials of length 
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<4 irreducible under this alternative system than under the more efficient 
one. But the rank of the k-submodule of R spanned by all monomials of degree 
G4 in a, b and c is invariant. It follows that this alternative reduction system 
would not have given unique normal forms for the elements of R. Hence it 
must have irresolvable ambiguities, and more reductions would have to be added 
before a system yielding a normal form was obtained. This suggests that a good 
heuristic principle is to choose reduction formulae at each step so as to minimize 
the number of ambiguities resulting. 
Still other choices of the term to isolate in (5), especially various choices of 
terms of length 2 instead of 3, would have led to non-terminating reduction 
procedures; so this is another consideration that must be borne in mind. 
EXERCISE 5.2.1. Examine for termination each of the following singleton 
reduction-systems on Kx, y>: {@?y, YX)), {(Yx, +v)), WY, yx)), {(p, x2y2)). 
5.3. Will an algebra R generated by a set X in general have a normal 
form of the sort we have been studying I I f  k is a field, the answer is yes: 
Recall that a total ordering with descending chain condition is called a well- 
ordering, and that it is easy to find semigroup well-orderings on a free semigroup 
{X). For example, well-order X (especially easy if it is finite) and for A, B E (X), 
put A < B if A is shorter than B, or has the same length but precedes it 
lexicographically. 
So suppose that R is an algebra over a field k, generated by a set X, and let 
“G” be a semigroup well-ordering on the free semigroup (with 1) (X>. Let 
<X),,, denote the set of elements A E (X) whose images in R are not equal to 
k-linear combinations of the images of elements B < A. From the fact that “G” 
is a semigroup ordering, it follows that if A E <X)i, , then all subwords of A 
also belong to (X),, . Now let 2 C <X> denote the set of all monomials which 
do not belong to (X)r, , but whose proper subwords all do belong to this set. 
For each WE 2, let us write the image of W in R as a k-linear combination of 
images of elements <W; this is the image of a certain element f E k(X). Let S 
be the set of pairs (W, f) so obtained. Then it is easy to verify that S is a reduction 
system (without inclusion ambiguities), which is compatible with “G,” and 
reduces elements a E k(X) to unique elements of k(X& representing the 
image o,f a in R, and hence giving a normal form for elements of R. 
Likewise, if we are given generators X and relations for a k-algebra R, we may 
construct a reduction system for R by choosing a semigroup well-ordering “g” 
for (X}, writing each relation as a formula which reduces its G-maximal term 
to a linear combination of the others (k is still assumed a field!) and systematically 
resolving any ambiguities by making the new equations which they yield into 
new reduction formulae in the same way. 
The existence of this algorithm does not contradict the various results on the 
unsolvability of word problems. Those results say that the classes of relations 
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satisfied in certain finitely presented objects are not recursive; but trivially, they 
are recursively enumerable, and the process described above is just a systematic 
and perhaps reasonably efficient way of enumerating them in the case of 
associative algebras. Note that if R is a finitely presented K-algebra with 
unsolvable word problem, any reduction system S for R satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 1.2 must be infinite in fact, nonrecursive. 
Likewise, if R is not finitely related, any reduction system giving a canonical 
form for elements of R must be infinite. But such infinite systems need not be 
unpleasant. The reader might find it interesting to work out a reduction system 
for the subalgebra of a free algebra K(x, y) generated by the four elements 
x, xy, yx, yy  (cf. [lo] for some interesting results and an open question related 
to this algebra). 
Note that if we are given a finite presentation of a K-algebra R, the technique 
described above for finding a reduction system is not guaranteed to yield a finite 
(or in some other sense convenient) reduction system even if one exists. That, 
presumably, must remain an art. The remarks at the end of the previous 
subsection may serve as first guidelines. 
Note in this connection that, though it is known that any partial ordering 
with descending chain condition on a set X can be strengthened to a well- 
ordering, the corresponding statement for semigroup partial orderings on (X) 
is false. For example, let X = {u, w, x, y}. Then the semigroup preorder on (X> 
“generated” by the relations xu > yu, yn > XV is easily shown to be a partial 
order with descending chain condition. But it clearly cannot be extended to a 
semigroup partial ordering satisfying either x 3 y  or y  3 x. So a ring R might 
conceivably have a finite or recursive reduction-system compatible with some 
semigroup partial ordering on (X), but none compatible with a total ordering, 
hence none obtainable as described in this section. 
5.4. Finally, let us ask: If  S is a reduction system on a free algebra 
K(X), under which all elements are known to be reduction-finite, will there in 
general exist a semigroup partial order < with descending chain condition 
compatible with S ? 
Given S, let < denote the least transitive relation on (X) such that C < D 
whenever C occurs with nonzero coefficient in yAoB(D), for some reduction 
Y,,, acting nontrivially on D. It is clear that “<” respects the semigroup struc- 
ture of (X). Now if K has no zero divisors, one can show with a little ingenuity 
that all elements of K(X) are reduction-finite under S if and only if < is antire- 
flexive and has descending chain condition, which means precisely that the 
relation “A < B or A = B” is a partial ordering with descending chain 
condition. By construction, it is compatible with S. (In fact it is the minimal 
partial ordering compatible with S.) On the other hand, if K has zero-divisors 
ab = 0, consider the free algebra K(u, x, y) and the reduction system consisting 
of the pairs (ux, auy) and (yu, bm). Under any partial ordering “<” compatible 
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with S one would have uxu > uyu > uxu, a contradiction. Nevertheless, all 
elements of k(X) are reduction-finite under S; in particular, one has the reduc- 
tions 1w~( I+ a uyu I-+ ab uxu = 0. (In fact, every element of k(X) is reduction- 
u+ue, and as in Theorem 1.2, this yields a k-basis of monomials for the ring 
defined.) 
6. GENERALIZATION: BIMODULE-STRUCTURES OF k-RINGS 
Not all ring-theoretic constructions for which one has normal-form results 
are algebras over the given base ring k. As a first step away from that case, note 
that constructions of such algebras often have “twisted” analogs, in which 
indeterminates x are introduced which rather than commuting with k, satisfy 
relations such as 
cx = xc% Cc E 4, (16) 
where Q isa ring-endomorphism of k. In this situation it is also natural to drop 
the assumption that k is commutative. We recall that for k an arbitrary ring with 1, 
a ring R given with a (unital) homomorphism k + R is called a k-ring 
(generalizing the concept of k-algebra.) 
Can we generalize Theorem 1.2 to the sort of construction indicated above I 
It is evident that some compatibility conditions are needed. For example, if we 
have a reduction (q, a) E S then we will expect the associated endomorphisms 
to satisfy 
LY&, = olz . (17) 
I f  we think of (1.6) as describing a k-bimodule structure on the right k-module 
xk, then (17) says that the reduction xy ~--t z should induce a bimodule homo- 
morphism 
This suggests the following more general development. 
Let k be an associative ring with unit, and (MJr an arbitrary family of 
k-bimodules indexed by a set X. For every A = x, a.0 x, E (X}, let Pa denote 
the k-bimodule MS, @ ~a* @ MS,. Here we understand PI = k, and P, = M, 
(x E X). Then @<r, PA will be th e t ensor ring on the k-bimodule M = ox M, , 
and we will denote it k(M). By a reduction system for k(M) we shall understand 
a set S of pairs u = (W,, , fO), where W, E (X), and the second component is 
a k-binrodule honromorpkh fo: Pw, --t k(M). For any A, B E (X>, cr E S, we 
define rAOs : k(M) + k(M) to be the k-bimodule homomorphism which acts 
on PAwnB = PA @ PwO @ PB by the map PA @ fU @ PB , and is the identity on 
all other PC (C E (X) - {A W,B)). Th e set of elements of <X> containing no 
subwords of the form W, (U E S) will be denoted (X)in , and we define the 
submodule k(M)* of irreducible elements of k(M) as @AE(X)I,, Pa . 
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One can now parallel the development in Section 1 quite closely, so I shall 
only point out the differences, though the reader may wish to think things 
through in detail. 
Reduction-finiteness and reduction-uniqueness of elements of k(M), and 
the map rs , are defined just as in Section 1. Lemma 1.1 carries over, with the 
reference to “monomials A, B, C occurring in a, b, c with nonzero coefficients” 
replaced by “the homogeneous components uA , b, , cc of a, 6, c in any of the 
summands PA , P, , PC of k(M).” An ambiguity (0, T, A, B, C) E S2 x (X)3 is 
defined precisely as in Section 1. An overlap ambiguity (u, 7, A, B, C) will be 
called resolvable if for all d E PABC , the elements r,,,(d) and rATI can be 
reduced to a common element; similarly for inclusion ambiguities. 
We call a semigroup partial ordering < on (X) compatible with S if 
fo(pw~) c OA<W, PA for all 0 E S. We make the obvious definitions of the 
2-sided ideal I C k(M) and of the sub-k-bimodules IA (A E (X)), and we say 
that an overlap (respectively inclusion) ambiguity (a, T, A, B, C) is resolvable 
relative to < if rloc - rA7i carries PABC into IABC . 
We now get, by essentially the same argument, the following analog (and 
generalization) of Theorem 1.2. I have pared the statement of the conclusion 
down to essentials to avoid being repetitious. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let k be an associative ring with 1, k(M) the tensor ring over k 
on the direct sum M of a family (M,J,ox of k-bimodules, S a reduction system for 
k(M), I the ideal of k(M) generated by {u - YJU) 1 u E S, a E Pwo}, and < 
a semigroup artial ordering of (X) compatible with S and having descending chain 
condition. 
Then the map k(M& + R = k(M)/I is a k-bimodule isomorphism if and only 
if all ambiguities of S are resolvable (relative to <). 1 
This result is not a canonical form statement in the same concrete sense as 
Theorem 1.2 of course, except in situations where we can get nice canonical 
forms for the Pals. But such structure results can be useful in the same way as 
canonical form statements. We shall see an application in Section 8. 
Recall that if k-bimodules M1, M, are free as right k-modules, on bases 
2, , 2, , then M1 Ok M, is right free on the basis {zr @ z2 / ai E Z, , a2 E Z,). 
Hence under appropriate hypotheses the above Theorem yields right k-bases for 
k-rings R. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose the equivalent conditions of the preceding Theorem are 
satis$ed by k(M), S, <, and that for each x E X, Mz is free as a right k-module on 
a basis Z(x), where we assume the Z(x)‘s pairwise disjoint. Then R is free as a right 
k-module OYZ the basis {zl ... Z, / n > 0, zi E 2(x,), X, .*. X, E <X)i,}. 1 
Remark. It is curious that an arbitrary system of direct sum decompositions 
of the M, as right k-modules does not, similarly, induce a right-k-direct-sum 
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decomposition of each PA . The key to the situation seems to be the following: If  
we fix a right k-module M (possibly a bimodule, but we will not be concerned 
with its left module structure) and look at the functor IM @ -: k-bimodules + 
right k-modules, then we find that for a k-bimodule N, the right k-module 
M @ N is not, in general functorial in (or even determined up to isomorphism 
by) the right k-module structure of N. That is, a right k-module homomorphism 
N + N’ between such bimodules does not induce a homomorphism M @ N + 
M @J N’; so in particular a right direct sum decomposition of N will not induce 
such a decomposition of M @ N. An exception to this is when the right module 
M is free. Then M @ - can be extended from a functor on bimodules to a 
functor on right modules. But this is still not canonical; it depends on the choice 
of basis. More generally, one can do this if M is represented as A @Jr k, where A 
is an Abelian group. 
7. GENERALIZATION: RIGHT Burrs FOR K-RINGS 
There are still some very simple ring constructions with normal forms that 
are not covered by Theorem 6.1. For example, there is a “twisted polynomial 
ring” construction in which one adjoins to the base-ring k an element x satisfying 
not (16) but 
ux = xu + aa, 
where a: k -+ k is a derivation; or more generally 
ax = xaa + d, (18) 
where CL is an endomorphism of k, and a an a-derivation (an additive map 
satisfying (cz~)~ = aba + u%). H ere, though the xnk are not in general sub- 
bimodules of R, R is still free as a right k-module on (1, x, x2,...} [44]. To handle 
this case, it seems we need a version of the Diamond Lemma that gives right 
k-bases, though perhaps not saying much about k-bimodule structure. We 
shall now trick Theorem 6.1 into giving us such a result. The trick can probably 
be used to get a more general statement than I obtain below, but I leave such 
extension to the reader who encounters the need for it, or is inspired with an 
elegant generalization. 
Let k be an associative ring with 1, and X a set, and let (X)k denote the free 
right k-module on the set (X). Suppose we are given the following data: 
For each x E X, an abelian group homomorphism vz: k + (X)k, 
which carries 1 to x. (For CL E k, v%(a) represents the intended 
expression for QX as a right linear combination of monomials in the (19) 
ring we are constructing.) 
A family S C (X) x (X)k of pairs u = (IV,, ,fJ, thought of as 
reduction formulae for monomials, as in Section 1. (20) 
607/29/2-S 
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We again define (X), to be the subset of all elements of (X) which contain 
no subword W, (u E S); the submodule of (X)k that these span will be called 
<-oir&. 
We shall now construct from the above data a reduction system of the sort 
used in Theorem 7.1, but with base-ring the ring Z of integers. The index-set will 
be X u {K}, i.e. X with a new symbol K adjoined. For each x E X we take for AI, 
a free abelian group xZ on the one generator x, while we take M, to be the additive 
group of the ring k. Note that for every A = x1 *.* x, E <X), the abelian group 
PA = (x$) & ... @Jz (~~7) is again free of rank 1; we will denote it AZ. For 
A as above we can also form A = x1 ... X,K, and we see that PAK will be a free 
right k-module of rank 1; we shall denote this AK. Thus we identify the free right 
k-module (X)k with a certain subgroup of E(M). (There are other elements in 
(X U {K}), but we set up no special notation for these.) 
The reduction system s’ for Z(M) is now defined to consist of: 
The reduction ok = (KK, p), where p: P,, = k OH k-k = M, 2 
Z(M) is the map induced by the multiplication of k. (21) 
For each x E X, the reduction uz = (Kx, &), where I&: k gz 
(xZ) -+ Z(M) is defined by &(a @ ZC) = ~~(a) E (X)k C E(M) (22) 
(cf. (19)). 
For each Q = (W,, , fO) in our original reduction system S, the 
reduction u’ = (W, , fi), where f:: WOE +h(M) is defined to (23) 
take the generator W, to fg E (X)k C h(M). 
We now want a semigroup partial ordering “G” with descending chain 
condition on (X u {K}) compatible with s’. We might simply assume the 
existence of such a “ G”; but it is possible to describe a fairIy general construction 
for such a partial order in terms of structure closer to our original data. Suppose 
we have a semigroup preorder &, on (X), that is, a reflexive transitive relation 
closed under right and left multiplications. We shall write A <,, B if A <,, B 
holds, but not B &, A, and assume \c,, has descending chain condition, that is, 
that there are no infinite chains A >a B >s ... in (X). Let us write A =O B 
if A &, B and B G,, A. The preorder G,, will be called consistent with S if for all 
u E S, one has foE GACO wOAk, and consistent with (cJ&~ if for all XE X, a E k, one 
has q~Ju> E GaGOr AK. (Note the weaker nature of this condition.) Assuming these 
consistency conditions, we now define a partial order “G” on (X U {K}> as 
follows. For A E <X u (K)), let A’ denote the word obtained by deleting all K’S 
from A, let n(A) denote the number of K’S in A, and let h(A) denote the n(A)- 
tuple of nonnegative integers: (number of letters after the last K in A,..., number 
of letters after the first K in A). Then we shall write A G B if either 
(i) A’ <O B’, or 
(ii) A’ =s B’ and n(A) < n(B), or 
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(iii) A’ =,, B’, n(A) = n(B), but h(A) < h(B) under lexicographic 
ordering (i.e., h(A) # h(B), and the first nonxero term of h(B) - h(A) is positive), 
or 
(iv) A = B. 
That “ <” has the required properties is now straightforward to verify. Hence 
if all ambiguities of S’ are resolvable relative to <, Theorem 6.1 gives us a 
normal form for the ring R’ having the elements of X and the elements of K as 
generators, and the relations given by s’. 
But this R’ is not quite the ring we want! The set (X u {~})r~ is precisely 
(X)r, u (X)r,+r, thus Z(lLQrr E R’ is the direct sum of <X)hk and a Z-free 
part spanned by “bare” monomials. But in fact, it is easy to verify that the sum- 
mand isomorphic to (X)i,,k will form a subring R C R’ (with a different unit: 
lk E k = AI, rather than 1 (xj E PI), and that this is the k-ring defined by the 
intended generators and relations. Thus we get: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let k be a ring, X a set, ((Pi: k --t (X)k),,, a family of 
additive-group homomorphisms satisfying q& 1) = x, and S a subset of(X) x (X)k. 
Let M be the additive group k @ (&x2?), and s’ the reduction system on Z(M) 
constructed above ((21)-(23)). Suppose &, is a semigroup reorder& on (X) with 
descending chain condition consistent with S and (&, and G the induced partial 
ordering on <X U { IC}) (or more generally, let G be any semigroup artial ordering 
on {X U {K}) consistent with s’). Then the fohwirg are equivalent: 
(a) All ambiguities of s’ are resolvable (with respect o G). 
(b) The k-ring R defined by the generating set X and the relations 
ax = p#(a) (a E k, x E X), 
wo =fu (0 E S) 
has for right k-basis the set (X),, of monomials in X irreducible under S. 1 
Note that in a reduction system S constructed as above, there will be four 
kinds of ambiguities. There are those of the form (u’, T’, A, B, C) (u, 7 E S) 
arising from overlap or inclusion ambiguities of S. Then, for each CI E S, if we 
write W, = XA (x E X, A E (X)) we have an ambiguity (CT,, u’, K, x, A); 
These test the compatibility between S and the v.‘s (cf. 17)). Third, for each 
x E X we have an ambiguity (a, , uz , K, K, x). These test the consistency of the 
left module structure on (X)k determined by the p)=‘s. Finally, there is the 
ambiguity (Us, a, , K, K, K), but this just tests the associativity of the multi- 
plication of k, and so is automatically resolvable since k was assumed a ring. 
If all this seems very formidable, the reader might try the easy case of k an 
arbitrary ring, X = {x} a singleton, S empty, and TJa) of the form xaa + Cra 
(a and a linear maps), and show that necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
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unique nontrivial ambiguity of S’, (ule , u2, K, K, X) to be resolvable are that 01 
be an endomorphism of k, and a an a-derivation, as in (18) above, thus recovering 
a result of Ore [44, Chap. I]. There will be another application in the next 
section. 
8. APPLICATIONS: COPRODUCTS OF k-RINGS 
Let k be an associative ring with 1, and (R,),,n a family of unital k-rings. By 
the coproduct LIB R,, of these rings over k is meant the k-ring R universal for 
having a k-ring homomorphism of each R, into it. Such a k-ring will always 
exist, by universal algebra [16, Theorem 111.6.1]. 
(The coproduct is commonly called the “free product of the R, with amalgama- 
tion of k” if each R, is mapped one-to-one into R, and if their images in R are 
disjoint except for the common image of k. As I noted in [4, p. 2 ftn.], I consider 
it preferable to use the term coproduct, and describe the above situation by 
saying that in the given case the coproduct R is faithful in each R, , and 
“separating”.) 
COROLLARY 8.1 to Theorem 6.1. (Cf. Stallings [54].) Let (R,),,, be a 
family offaithful k-rings, in each of which kforms a direct summand as a k-bimodule: 
Rh = k @ M,, . Then the coproduct R = & R, is isomorphic as a k-bimodule to 
the direct sum of all tensor products MAI Ok ... Ok M,,, , w&re n > 0, and 
x 1 ,..., An E A, with no two successive Xi’s equal; these summands representing the 
products in R of the images of the indicated k-subbimodules of the R,, . 
Proof. For each h E A, let mh: M,, gl, M,, -+ k @ M,, = RA be the k-bimodule 
homomorphism induced by the multiplication of R,, . Then each R2, may be 
presented as in Theorem 6.1, using the singleton index-set (h}, the one generating 
k-bimodule MA , and the reduction system consisting of the one element 
a,, = (M, mJ. A compatible ordering with descending chain condition on the 
semigroup (h) is given by 1 < h < h2 < .... Hence the one ambiguity of this 
system, (uA , uh , X, X, X) is resolvable by Theorem 6.1(b) + (a). 
Now consider the k-ring presented by the index-set d, the family of 
k-bimodules (MJAEn , and the reduction system S = {Us 1 h E A}. As we have 
merely brought together generators and relations for the separate k-rings R, , 
this k-ring must be the coproduct R = I’& RA . We note that S will have no 
ambiguities but the (a, , Us , h, h, h) which app eared before, and which we know 
are all resolvable. If  we partially order the free semigroup (A) by the relation 
“is longer than,” all the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied, and we 
conclude that R is the direct sum of those of the tensor products of MA associated 
with irreducible members of (A), that is words with no two consecutive letters 
equal. 1 
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COROLLARY 8.2 to Theorem 7.1. (Cohn, a case of [14, Theorems 4.4, 4.61. 
See also [4].) Let (RJAen be a fumii$ of k-rings, each of which is free us u right 
k-module on a basis of the form B, u (1) (where th.e Bis will be assumed pairwise 
dkjoint for notational purposes). Then the coproduct R = ulc Rh is free as a r&ht 
k-module on the busis consisting of all products b1 *. * b, such that each b, lies in some 
BAI , and no two consecutive Ai are equal. 
Proof. For each X E A we can write down systems S, , ((P&~~ of the sort 
considered in Proposition 7.1 presenting R, as a k-ring generated by Bh . Here 
S,, will contain for each b, 6’ E B, a reduction (bb’, faa*), wheref,,* is the expression 
for the product bb’ E R, as a right k-linear combination of the elements of 
B, u (1) C (Bh); the q+, are likewise defined in the obvious way. The argument 
now exactly parallels that of the preceding corollary. For our preorder ‘t<,,” we 
use the relation “length A < length B.” 1 
However, these results can also be proved easily without the Diamond Lemma 
(cf. [4]). The reason is discussed in Section 11.2 below. 
Remarks. In the above two cases, we see that the coproduct ring R will be 
separating, will be faithful in all R, , and will satisfy the same conditions as a 
k-ring that we assumed for the R, . 
In contrast, if we form the coproduct of one k-ring satisfying the hypotheses 
of the first corollary and one satisfying the hypotheses of the second, the result 
can be a disaster. For instance, let k = Z[t], and consider the k-rings RI = 
k(x ( tx = l}, Ii, = k(y 1 yt = 0). The first is right-free over k on the basis 
(x) = (1, X, x2 ,... }, t h e second has k as a k-bimodule direct summand R, = 
k @ R,y (and what is more, it is left-free over k, on the basis (y)). But in the 
coproduct, y  = ytx = OX = 0, so this is not faithful in R, . I f  we also adjoin to 
R, a generator x and the relation yz = 1, the same properties will hold (it has 
Z-basis B = (t, z)(y), and hence has left Z[t]-basis B’ = B - tB; and 
k(B’ - (I}) is a k-bimodule complementing k) and the coproduct is zero. 
It would be interesting to know whether there is a similar example where one 
of the given rings is free both as a right and as a left k-module, on bases containing 
1, and the other has a k-bimodule complement to k. 
It would also be interesting to know, given k, what k-rings R, have faithful 
and separating coproducts with all faithful k-rings R, ? 
For some homological results on generalized coproducts of rings, see [22]. 
9. ANALOGS: SEMIGROUPS, MODULES, ADDITIVE CATEGORIES, ETC. 
There are a number of classes of algebraic objects whose definitions are 
sufficiently similar to those of k-algebras or k-rings that the results of the 
preceding sections go over to them’with only the most minor readjustments in 
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definitions. I shall run through what I think are the most important and repre- 
sentative, sketching only the differences from the cases considered above. 
9.1. Semigroups 
Let X be a set. By a reduction system for the free semigroup (X) we shall 
mean a subset S _C (X) x (X). Given u = (W, ,fJ E S, and A, B E (X), we 
define the set-map r,,,,: (X) --+ (X) to take AWOB to Af,B and fix all other 
elements of(X). We let I denote the congruence on (X) generated by S, which 
is generated as an equivalence relation by the set of pairs (AW,B, Af3). Given 
a semigroup partial ordering “<” on (X) compatible with S, for each C E (X} 
we define 1, to be the equivalence relation generated by those pairs (AW-B, 
AfOB) with AW,B < C. 
It is now obvious how to define ambiguities of S, and the resolvability or 
resolvability relative to “<” of such ambiguities. The proof of the analog of 
Theorem 1.2’goes over immediately (without even the need for a Lemma 1.1, 
whose purpose was to handle certain difficulties with linear combinations of 
monomials.) For an application see [3, Sect. 71. One can also get semigroup 
analogs of Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 7.1. The former, for instance, deals with 
writing certain extensions R of a semigroup k as unions of sets PA closed under 
the right and left actions of k. 
One can obtain normal form results in groups by treating a group G generated 
by a set X as a semigroup generated by the set X u X-I, with appropriate 
additional relations. For an example, see [53, Sect. 71. Usually, however, this 
method is awkward (cf. Sect. 11 .l below) and others are more useful (see 
Sect. 11.2). 
9.2. Nonunital k-Algebras, k-Rings and Sem@mps 
The methods and results of the unital case go over exactly. (A nonunital 
k-ring means a k-bimodule R with a nonunital ring-structure which is k-bilinear.) 
Note only that in considering reductions raoa we must allow A and B to assume 
the value 1 even though there is no “1” in the objects under consideration. 
9.3. Categories 
A semigroup with 1 is a one-object category, and in general, categories C on a 
given object-set B can be presented by generators and relations like semigr0ups.l 
The generating family X will be a system of sets (X(q, P))~,~=~ , each X(q, p) 
representing a family of generators introduced in the Horn-set C(q, p). One 
forms the free category (X) on such a system [39,11.7], then introduces relations 
1 Strictly, when speaking of an arbitrary category I should refer to a class of objects, 
generators, relations etc. But I shall be sloppy and say “set” to keep our language as close 
as possible to that of preceding sections. If C is a category, I shall write C(q, p) for the 
set of morphisms from p to q in C. 
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which equate pairs of elements in the sets (X) (q, p). In particular, we may take 
a set of relations S C UQ,9((X)(q, p))” w ic h h we wish to use to reduce elements 
to a canonical form. After introducing a partial ordering “<” with descending 
chain condition on (X) (that is, on u (X)(q, p)) one again gets the result: 
If all ambiguities of S are resolvable relative to < then the set (X), of words 
irreducible under S forms a transversal to the congruence I generated by S, 
and thus gives a canonical form for elements (morphisms) of the category (with 
object-set 9) C = (X)/1. 
As an application, we note that given the above result, the two pages of 
argument establishing the normal form result of [64, Theorem 24.11 reduce to 
the trivial observation that the reduction system introduced there has no 
ambiguities! 
9.4. k-Linear Categories 
If k is a commutative ring, then a k-linear category is a category C with a 
k-module structure on the sets C(q,p), such that the composition-maps 
WY 4) x WA P) + C(Y, p) are k-bilinear. These are “k-algebras with several 
objects” (cf. [64]). Reduction systems for k-linear categories with object-set B 
can now be defined in the obvious manner. Sets of generators and reductions are 
partitioned by B x 9 as in the preceding case, and k-linearity is treated as in 
Section 1. 
9.5. Modules, Bimodules and Tensor Products 
Consider a k-linear category C with just two objects, p and q, and such that 
only C(p,p) and C(q,p) are nontrivial; i.e. C(q, q) = k, C(p, q) = (0). Such a 
category is described by giving one k-algebra R = C(p,p) and one right 
R-module M = C(q, p). A presentation of such a C by generators and a reduction 
system is of course a special case of the general formulation indicated in the 
preceding paragraph. If we look at what that comes to in this case, we see that it 
breaks down into two parts: first, a generating set Xs = X( p, p) and a reduction 
system S, for the k-algebra R, exactly as in Section 1, and then a generating set 
X, = X(q, p) and reduction system S, for M as a right R-module. Here S, 
consists of pairs (IV, ,fJ with IV, E (X)(q, p) = X,(X,), the free right 
(X,)-set on X, , and f. E k(X)(q, p) which is similarly the free right k(X,>- 
module on the basis X, . After resolving the ambiguities involving S, alone, we 
are left with those relating to the module structure of M. Here the overlap 
ambiguities (the more important sort; cf. 5.1 above) will have the form (u, 7, 
xA, B, D), where u = (xAB,f,) E S,,,, and 7 = (BD,f,) E S, (VEX,, 
A, B, D E (X,)). If all ambiguities are resolvable relative to an appropriate 
partial ordering, then we get a k-basis (X)(q,p)m for the R-module M. There 
should be simple and interesting applications, but I do not know any. 
If we modify the above considerations by only assuming c(p, q) trivial but 
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not C(q, a), then the category C is described by two k-algebras R = C(p, p), 
R’ = C(q, q), and an (R’, R)-bimodule, , B = C(p,p). (The subscript K means 
that the actions of the commutative ring k on the right and left are assumed to 
agree.) So we also have a Diamond Lemma for such bimodules. 
Consider, finally, a k-linear category C with three objects, p, 4 and r, presented 
by generators and relations in C(Y, q), C(q, 9) and C(p,p). Then C(p, 4) will be 
a K-algebra R, C(Y, Q) a right R-module &I, and C(q, p) a left R-module N. There 
will in general be one more nontrivial Horn-module: C(r,p). Since no new 
generators or relations were assumed to be introduced in this module, it will 
take the form M OR N. Now if one has reduction systems for R, M and N, for 
which one has verified that all ambiguities are resolvable, one can then look at 
the one remaining sort of ambiguities for our system, those corresponding to 
ambiguously reducible monomials of (X)(r,p), which will have the form 
(a,r,xA,B,Cy)with(~~S~,r~S~. Any new equations obtainable from these 
will represent the “interaction” between the module structures of M and N 
which occurs when one forms the tensor product M OR N. Hence such inter- 
action can be studied by examining ambiguities. In this situation one may also, 
of course, introduce generators and relations in C(Y, Y) and/or C(p, p), making M 
and/or N bimodules, with these algebras acting on the other side. 
9.6. Extensions of Ab-Categories 
Following [39] we shall call a Z-linear category an “Ab-category.” These are 
“rings with several objects” [64]. If k is an Ab-category (note the change in 
notation from the preceding section!) the proper definition of a k-bimodule is 
a Z-bilinear functor from k x W to the category of Abelian groups. Starting 
from this definition, one can get very close formal analogs of Theorem 6.1 and 
Proposition 7.1; but I will leave this to the specialist. I will sketch instead an 
Ab-category version of Theorem 6.1 which is less general than this, but easier 
to picture. (It is, in fact, the case of the general result in which the Ab-category k 
is “totally disconnected”-k(p,p) = 0 for q # p-and each of the given 
generating bimodules Mz “lives” at only one pair (p, 4) E Ob(k x k+).) 
Let B be a set, and for each p E 9, let there be given a ring k(p). Let 
x = m?9 P)hweB be a family of sets, and (X) the corresponding free category 
with object set 8, as in 9.4. For each x E X(q, p) (q, p E g) let us be given a 
(k(q), k(p))-bimodule Mz , and for each A = xr ... x, E (X)(q,p) let PA denote 
the (k(q), k(p))-bimodule MS, @ ... @ Mz, (each “0” being taken over the 
appropriate k(r). As a degenerate case we taken PI = k(p) (p E g).) Then we 
can define an Ab-category k(M) with object-set ??i’ by taking k(M)(q,p) = 
0 AE(X)(p,9) PA , and making composition in k(M) correspond to tensor multi- 
plication, just as for the k-ring k(M) of Section 6. It is now easy to see how to 
extend the bimodule-map version of a reduction system described in Section 6 
to this many-object setting, and get the analog of Theorem 6.1. 
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9.7. Truncated Filtered Rings 
Truncated filtered rings were defined and used in [ZO, pp. 81-831. In the 
paragraph that begins at the bottom of p. 82 thereof, one realizes that some form 
of the Diamond Lemma for these objects is implicitly being called upon. (This 
was more explicit in the section of my thesis on which that passage was based.) 
I shall give below some observations from which the reader interested in these 
objects who has carefully read [20, pp. 81-821 can work out the details of the 
required form of the Diamond Lemma (an analog of Proposition 7-l), and 
justify the arguments made there. Other readers should skip this section. 
In presenting a truncated filtered ring of height h, one introduces generators of 
specified degrees <h, and relations among these. If the desired ring is to have 
(say) the property that a certain generator x of degree i and a generator y of 
degree i’ have product xy of degree j < i + i’, one may achieve this by including 
in the presentation another generator z of degree j, and a reduction (xy, z). Thus, 
more generally, the type of normal forms one looks for are those in which the 
degree of an element of R is the formal degree of its normal form. The expressions 
for elements of R are to be all irreducible expressions of formal degree <h in the 
given generators. In verifying that one has such a normal form, one need only 
check that ambiguities of formal degree <h can be resolved. 
Now what is asserted in [20, paragraph beginning at the bottom of p. 821 is 
that certain reduction systems which lead to canonical forms for truncated 
filtered rings of height h will also lead to canonical forms when considered as 
presenting truncated filtered rings of height h + 1. For an arbitrary reduction 
system this might fail, because there are more ambiguities of height <h + 1 to 
be checked than of height Qz. (A consequence is that the universal construction 
pushing a truncated filtered ring of height h into one of height h + 1 is not 
always injective [20, p. 86, Exercise 2.1.) But for the particular well-behaved 
class of objects being considered at that point, one gets presentations in which 
all relations are of the form (19) and none of the form (20) (Sect. 7 above), and 
as a result, there are no ambiguities of degree higher than the highest degree of 
a generator, which is Qz. 
10. CONTRASTS: OTHER SORTS OF ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS 
In this section the word algebra will be used in the sense of universal algebra: 
An algebra-type, T, will mean a set of symbols (intended to denote operations) 
with a nonnegative integer (the intended arity) associated to each. An algebra of 
type T, or T-algebra, will mean a set, given with a family of operations, one for 
each symbol in T, of the prescribed arities. A variety V of algebras of type T will 
mean the subclass of the algebras of type T determined by some family of algebras 
identities; equivalently, by Birkhoff’s Theorem [20, Theorem IV.3.11, a class of 
algebras of type T closed under direct products, subalgebras, and homomorphic 
images. 
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10.1. Canonical Forms in Free Algebras 
A prerequisite for getting a result like Theorem 1.2 for algebras in an arbitrary 
variety V would seem to be that a canonical form should be known in the free 
algebras of V, in terms of which one can calculate easily. 
The very general problem of establishing a canonical form for free algebras, 
given a presentation of the variety by a list of operations and identities, is treated 
by Knuth and Bendix [34]. Their approach is, in fact, parallel to that of this 
paper. They seek a system of identities with which to reduce an arbitrary expres- 
sion in a free algebra. To test for (what we have called) reduction-uniqueness, 
they show that it suffices to check minimal test-cases, analogous to our ambi- 
guities. If  one of these is not resolvable, it is used to get a new identity, as in 
Section 2 above. 
The parallelism of the two cases is not an accident. Lawvere [36] (cf. [38, 61) 
has shown that the operations and identities of a variety V can be looked at as the 
morphisms and relations holding in a category 0 whose object-set has the form 
(0, 1,2,...), where “n” is the n-fold coproduct of “1”. From this point of view, the 
ambiguously reducible expressions in Knuth and Bendix’s development are 
essentially overlap ambiguities in the category 8. (But this does not reduce their 
situation to a subcase of that of Section 9.3 above, because the condition that n be 
the n-fold coproduct of 1 puts conditions on the morphisms of 0 outside of the 
sort we considered; see below. The one case where this effect can be ignored is 
when all the operations of V are wary. Such varieties V correspond precisely to 
semigroups with 1.) 
A severe limitation of the method of [34] is exemplified by its inability to 
handle the commutative identity, a . b = b . a [34, Example 181. To introduce 
a reduction a . b M b * a would yield, for all expressions x and y, the reduction 
x . y  ++ y  * x and also y  . x w x . y; clearly this gives a nonterminating reduction- 
procedure. But it appears likely that the machinery of [34] can be refined to 
handle such cases. For instance, if one introduces a total ordering on all expres- 
sions, including the variables, then commutativity could be expressed by a 
reduction rule “a . b ++ 6 . a when a > b.” 
For some other work on word problems in free algebras see [46,68]. 
10.2. k-Linear T-Algebras 
In this section we will introduce some useful language. Let T be an algebra- 
type, and k a commutative ring. Then by a “k-linear T-algebra” we will mean 
a k-module given with a structure of T-algebra such that all operations are 
k-multilinear. I f  A is a k-linear T-algebra, let U(A) denote its underlying 
T-algebra, and if B is a T-algebra, let kB denote the k-linear T-algebra made 
from the free k-module on B by extending the T-operations of B multilinearly. 
By a regular T-identity let us mean an equation f  = g, where f and g are each 
expressions in the operations of T and some indeterminates, such that each 
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indeterminate occurs exactly once inf and once in g.‘Familiar examples of regular 
identities are x . (y * z) = (x . y) .x,x.e=x,x.y=y.x,and(x.y)-l= 
y-l * x-l. Examples of nonregular identities are x * x-l = e, and any identity 
of a k-hear T-algebra that involves the linear structure rather than just the 
T-structure, such as x . y  = -y . x. 
I f  I is any set of regular T-identities, then there is a very close connection 
between the variety V, of T-algebras satisfying 1, and the variety V,,, of k-linear 
T-algebras satisfying I: It is easy to see that a k-linear T-algebra A will lie in 
If,,, if and only if U(A) 1 ies in V,; less trivially, a T-algebra B will lie in V, if 
and only if kB lies in V,,, . Hence we get a one-to-one correspondence V, t) V,,, 
between varieties of T-algebras defined by sets of regular identities and varieties 
of k-linear T-algebras defined by sets of regular identities. We shall call such V, 
and VW “corresponding varieties.” Thus, if T is the type with just one binary 
operation, “ e”, then the variety of all T-algebras (called “groupoids,” or 
“magmas”), the variety of all semigroups, and the variety of all commutative 
semigroups correspond respectively to the k-linear varieties of all k-algebras, all 
associative k-algebras, and all commutative associative k-algebras. (And if we 
add to T one zeroary operation e, the above correspondences hold with “unital” 
thrown in.) On the other hand, the variety of groups (with operations a, e, ( )-l) 
corresponds to no k-linear variety, and the k-linear variety of Lie algebras 
corresponds to no non-linear variety, because neither can be defined by regular 
identities. 
If  V, and Vk,, are corresponding varieties, note that a normal form for free 
algebras of V, immediately yields a normal form for free algebras of V,,, . 
Returning to arbitrary varieties of k-linear T-algebras, I would guess that the 
methods of Knuth and Bendix discussed in the preceding section should 
extend nicely to these-not by naively introducing the k-module structure and 
the k-multilinearity of the T-operations on a par with the other operations and 
identities, but by working with k-linear combinations of T-expressions, k-linear 
reductions, etc., in the spirit of preceding sections of this paper. 
10.3. Commutative Algebras 
Let us consider how to formulate a version of Theorem 1.2 for commutative 
associative k-algebras. If  X is a set, [x] will denote the free commutative semi- 
group on X with 1, and k[x] the usual polynomial algebra on X. Now the proof 
of Theorem 1.2 was based on the property of the free semigroup (X), that if 
two elements W, and W, both occurred as subwords of some element D, then 
either these occurrences were disjoint, or D contained an occurrence of some 
word formed by overlapping the two given words. In the commutative situation, 
the analog of “A is a subword of B” is “B is a multiple of A in [Xl”; reductions 
can be written Y,, , this map taking A W, to A&; and we see that an element D 
will be a multiple of both W, and W, if and only if it is a multiple of W, v W, , 
their 1.c.m. in [Xj. Hence in place of finding and resolving all ambiguities, we 
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must establish, for each u, 7 E S, that the results of the two ways of reducing 
W, v  W, can be reduced to a common value. With this modification, Theorem 
1.2 goes over to commutative algebras. 
Now consider the analog of the considerations of Section 5.3. Say k is a field 
and X finite, and that we have chosen a semigroup well-ordering of [Xl, and 
are given a finite set of relations to impose on k[Xj. As in that section, we write 
these as formulae for reducing the maximal monomial of each relation. For each 
u, T in the resulting reduction system, we compare the two ways of reducing 
W, v  W, , and if they disagree, this gives us a new reduction equation. 
Now note that every time the above process introduces a new reduction p into 
S, the term W,, will not be a multiple of any W, for u already in 5’. This means 
that the ideal of k[X-j generated by the elements W, will increase at every such 
step. But k[X] is Noetherian. Hence only a finite number of new elements can be 
introduced before the process terminates, and gives us our normal form-in 
contrast to the situation for reduction systems on k(X). In particular, the word 
problem for finitely presented commutative associative k-algebras is solvable. 
This has been known for a long time [29] (cf. [51]). 
Of course, the same results will hold in the corresponding non-k-linear 
variety, that of Abelian semigroups. 
10.4. Other Varieties with Solvable Word Problems 
Evans [25] has shown that the word problem is solvable for finitely presented 
algebras in the variety having one operationfi of each positive arity i, and only 
certain commutativity-like identities: namely, for each i, a subgroup Gi of the 
permutation group Si is assumed given, and fi is assumed invariant under 
G,-permutations of variables. It appears that the assumption “exactly one 
operation of each arity” is irrelevant; one only need assume given a set of opera- 
tionsf of prescribed arities n( f  ), and for each f, a subgroup Gf C S,(,) . 
Evans’ commutativity-like identities are regular in the sense of Section 10.2, 
and it seems that his results should extend to the corresponding k-linear category, 
for k a field. In this k-linear situation, a natural generalization of a subgroup 
G, C &ti,, is a left ideal C, in the group algebra k&o; one would associate to 
each element a = ~,,ESbj, 
. . 
OI,,~ E C, the identity CneSc,jI %f(%(l) ,-‘-P ud) = 0 
in our algebras. I suspect that Evans’ results should generalize to varieties 
defined by this sort of identities. 
(Caveat: I f  . is a binary operation, then identities such as (x . y) . z = 
(z . X) . y  = (y * z) . x are not covered by Evans’ result, since ((.).) is not a 
primitive operation. Precisely the fact that, unlike the associative law, his 
identities do not “break through” parentheses appears to be the reason things are 
so simple in this case.) 
Note that, taking all Gf = {e}, Evans’ results apply to varieties with no 
identities. In fact, for such varieties one can easily get a version of Theorem 1.2. 
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Here there are only inclusion ambiguities, and these can be eliminated as in 
Section 5.1, to give reduction systems without ambiguities. 
GIuhov [27] claims to obtain normal forms in all finitely presented Z&ties, 
and to show that in fact every finitely presented lattice has a distinguished 
“minimal” set of generators and relations (but the completeness of his proof has 
been questioned). Evans [24, 261 obtains similar results for loops and some 
similar varieties, except that the uniqueness of the minimal presentation is 
modulo a specified group of automorphisms. For some other work on normal 
forms in lattices, cf. [21, 23, 591 and items cited in [66, esp. p. 1101. 
Normal forms for finitely presented (=finite) distributiwe Zuttic~~ and Boolean 
algebras are easily obtained. 
For some other results and problems see [67]. 
The results cited here are those that have been brought to my attention; many 
others may be known. 
10.5. Some Open Cases 
For k a field, there are a great number of proper subvarieties of the variety 
of associative unital k-algebras. The most important of these are, for each n, 
the variety &(n, k) generated by all n x n matrix algebras over commutative 
k-algebras. (These are, except when k is finite, the only varieties generated 
by prime k-algebras.) The free algebra on r indeterminates in &?(a, k) can 
be described as the k-algebra generated by matrices with distinct com- 
mutative-indeterminate entries, i.e., a subalgebra of the matrix ring 
M,(k[x,, j q < r; ;,j < n]). As one can compute explicitly in this matrix ring, 
the word problem for these free algebras is solvable. But very basic questions 
are open: It is not known whether these varieties are determined by finitely 
many identities, except that Razmyslov [48] has proved this for n = 2. Neither 
explicit k-bases for the free algebras, nor even the dimension of the space 
spanned by homogeneous multilinear monomials of degree Y, as a function of T, 
are known for these varieties, nor for the varieties determined by particular 
single identities, except for some very special ones. Regev and others [49, 721 
have been working on these problems. A general analog of Theorem 1.2 for 
algebras in these varieties still seems far out of reach. The theory of “algebras 
with polynomial identities” has a large literature; a few general references and 
further works relevant to the study of the identities themselves are [2, 9, 50, 62, 
63,651. 
A normal form is known for elements of free Lie algebras. For a nicely 
motivated development, see [28] and for extensive further work [57]. Note also 
[12, 761. So this variety seems a good candidate in which to try for an analog to 
Theorem 1.2. It should also be possible to solve word problems in some Lie 
algebras L by applying Theorem 1.2 to the associative algebras kb]. Some related 
varieties are those of Jordan algebras [32] and of “graded Lie algebras” with 
identities twisted by the grading [42, 731. Theorems l(ii) and 3 of [13] suggest 
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that the k-linear variety with one binary operation and one quartenary operation, 
subject to just those identities holding for the operations (x, y) = &(xy + yx), 
(w, X, y, .z) = $(wxyz + zyxw) in associative algebras may have good properties. 
(See [45] for a general survey of varieties of k-linear algebras with one 
binary operation.) 
Finding a normal form for free modular lattices is an outstanding open problem 
of lattice theory [61]. I would suppose the same is true for the smaller variety 
generated by all lattices of submodules of modules. The modular identity is the 
simplest nontrivial lattice identity that these satisfy, but they also satisfy identities 
not following from this one [33; 69, 13.61. For a negative result on word problems 
in modular lattices, with an unexpected application to diagram-chasing 
theorems in additive categories see [70]. 
One might look for normal forms in “involution algebras” [6]. Perhaps, to 
avoid confusion with k-algebras with involution, one should rename these 
“involution systems.” An interesting related variety is that of “conjugoids,” 
defined by Alan G. Waterman as sets with a binary operation satisfying x x = x 
and x . (y . z) = (X . y) . (X . s) (personal communication). 
10.6. Classes of Algebras Other Than Varieties 
Let me simply mention two important cases. 
A qua&variety [16, 401, is a class of algebras of a given type T defined by a 
family of Horn sentences (or conditional identities): 
vx, )...) %4fi = g,) * ... A (fn = 8,) a (fn+l = b+,) (n 2 oh (24) 
where fi , gi are expressions in the xj . 
The classes of torsion-free groups, cancellation semigroups, and rings without 
nonzero nilpotent elements are examples. Rings without zero-divisors or without 
idempotent elements #O, 1 are not. Some classes of algebras which can be shown 
by another criterion [40, Theorem 5.11.23 to be a quasivariety are the class of rings 
embeddable in n x 12 matrix rings over commutative rings, and the class of 
groups whose group algebras over a specified domain have no nontrivial nilpotent 
elements. 
Free algebras in quasivarieties are always the same as the free algebras in the 
varieties they generate; but if we want to establish a normal form for elements of 
an algebra presented by finitely many generators, relations and Horn sentences, 
a basic problem is that of finding the solutions to equations on the Ieft-hand side 
of (24) so that one can then apply the right-hand side. 
Even more basic problems are presented by the class of division rings. Here 
one does not even know ab initio which expressions in a set of generators wil1 
make sense; for to say whether f-l is defined one must first decide whether 
f  = 0. As a consequence, there are no “free division rings” in the standard 
sense. However, it has recently been found that if instead of looking at homomor- 
phisms among division rings (a very limited class of maps because they must all be 
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embeddings) one considers speciulizatim maps, then “free division rings” and 
certain “division rings presented by generators and relations” will exist, and 
the study of the structures of these has been begun. See [7, 77, 781 and 
references cited [7, Sect. 121. 
Projective planes resemble division rings in that the join of two points p and 4, 
or the point of intersection of two lines p and q, is defined only ifp # q. There is 
the difference, however, that whereas in a division ring the equation ax = 6 has 
no solution if a = 0, !J # 0, in a projective plane the problem “find a line through 
points p and q” has solutions, but simply not a unique one, if p = q. This makes 
it easy to get projective planes with a weakened version of the conventional sense 
of “freeness.” See [30, Sect. XI]. I do not know whether the analog of specilixa- 
tions has been studied for projective planes; it is easy to define. 
11. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON CANONICAL FORM RESULTS 
The three subsections below are independent of one another. 
11 .I. “The Stumbling-Block” 
The following example illustrates a basic stumbling-block in formulating and 
proving normal-form results for many sorts of algebras. Consider a group G 
presented by generators x, ,..., x, and some set of relations. Suppose we set up 
a system of reduction rules on elements of the free group F on xi , . . . , x, , with the 
understanding that 
whenever A H A’ is one of our rules, then 
f(xi ,..., x, , A) ~f(~i ,..., x, , A’) is an allow- 
able reduction, for any expression f in 1~ + 1 
variables. 
(25) 
Then for every B E F, and any one of our rules A ++ A’, we note that B = AA-IB, 
which can be reduced by (25) to A’A-lB. Hence no element of F is irreducible 
under our system! Thus no reduction procedure satisfying (25) can give canonical 
forms for groups; and the same applies to rings in view of their additive group 
structure.2 
The way we got around that difficulty in this paper was to apply (25) only to 
* So, for instance, Theorem 111.9.3 of Cohn [la, often quoted as a reference in normal 
form arguments in ring theory, cannot in fact be so applied, if a “direct move” is defined 
as in the paragraph preceding that theorem (which is essentially (25)) since the termination 
condition (i) of the hypothesis of that theorem can then never be satisfied. Cohn tells me 
that the indicated paragraph should only be read as a suggestion of how “direct move” 
might be defined, and agrees that something like Lemma 1.1 of this paper is needed to 
rigorously justify the application of that Theorem to rings. Presumably one should take 
for one’s “direct moves” what we have called “reductions.” 
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monomials f, and then to extend our reductions to k(X) k-linearly. Thus our 
maps r,,, act unselectively on all occurrences of the monomial A WoB, so that 
one cannot, for instance, write 
0 = A W,B - A WoB T++B Af,B - A W,B. 
This nonselectivity led to the problem: If we know, say, that foC and AfT can be 
reduced to a common value, it is not clear that foC + d and AfT + d can also be 
so reduced, because the reductions one applies to the two expressions might 
affect d differently. This is what made the proof of Theorem 1.2 nontrivial, 
requiring Lemma 1.1 and the careful inductive use of reduction-uniqueness. 
In the end we found that we can have our cake and eat it too, if we are careful: 
Theorem 1.2(a’) allows us to “use (26),” that is, to add terms AWOB - Af,B to 
an expression we are studying in verifying the resolvability of an ambiguity, if 
A W,B is < the original word in question. Lemma 4.1 similarly allows us to 
apply reductions “selectively” under certain conditions. 
Mauldon [41], working on the same problem we treated in Section 2 (a 
fruitful problem) got around the basic stumbling-block in another way. Where 
we have used k(X), he uses the semigroup-semiring N(k x (X)), where N is 
the semiring of nonnegative integers. In this semiring there are no additive 
inverses, so (25) or an appropriate variant can be used, and many of the diffi- 
culties of our Section 1 are avoided. He includes, among his reduction-rules, 
reductions that “restore” the k-linearity in the final object. 
I f  one abstracts Mauldon’s argument, it leads to an analog of Theorem 1.2 
in which the ambiguities that must be resolved appear in N(k x (X)). This is 
easier to prove than our Theorem 1.2, but the extra work comes in again if one 
wants to bring it to a fomulation convenient to ring-theorists rather than semi- 
ring-theorists. 
We note that in Section 9.1 where we indicated that normal forms in groups 
could be studied by presenting them as semigroups, we were taking an analog of 
this approach of Mauldon’s. We could not follow the approach of Section 1 
because the inverse operation in groups does not occur as part of a nice linear 
structure. But perhaps group theorists can find simplifications appropriate to 
this case. 
Returning to rings, note that even by assuming (25) as we have for monomials 
f, we have restricted the kinds of canonical form we are considering. As an 
example of a canonical form thus excluded, suppose we wish to present the 
1z x 71 matrix ring J&(k) in terms of the generators pi = e, and qi = en , 
writing every element in terms of the basis of elements piqj . Then we must have 
the “reduction” pi F+ p,qr . But the formalism of this paper would then give the 
further “reductions” p,q, t-+ piqlql ++ **., which we do not want. (This example 
is, of course, contrived. Its purpose is to alert us to the fact that we may at some 
time find it desirable to study normal bases not of the sort given by the formalism 
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of Section 1. For another sort of nonstandard normal form, see [74, Sect. 21, 
which assumes only the first paragraph of Section 1 of that paper.) 
11.2. The Other Way of Establishing Normal Form Results 
In proving a normal form result for the elements of an algebra R 
(in the general sense) defined by a universal condition-freeness, presentation 
by generators and relations, etc.-it is usually easy to show that every element of 
R can be expressed in the desired form; the hard part is to show the uniqueness 
of the reduced expression; that is, that distinct reduced expressions represent 
distinct elements. There are, in general, two ways of doing this: 
Examine the universal construction of R, and analyse what 
expressions can fall together therein. (27) 
Construct a model R’ satisfying the conditions for which R is 
universal (though not perhaps the universality itself) and show that 
distinct reduced expressions represent distinct elements of R’. (28) 
Then by the universality of R, the corresponding elements of R 
must also be distinct. 
Ultimately (27) and (28) are the same (or (27) is a case of (28)), since when one 
abstractly constructs the universal object R (say, as a set of symbols modulo an 
equivalence relation) one has to show that it is a model of the given conditions. 
But in practice, they represent quite different techniques. The approach of this 
paper has been (27). A few words now on (28): 
A special version of (28) w rc is useful for classes of algebras that arise h’ h 
“naturally” is 
Construct the model R’ as an algebra of operations etc. 
on some other object E. (28’) 
For example, to get an associative K-algebra, take an algebra of endomorphisms 
of a K-module; to get a group or semigroup, use a group of permutations, or a 
semigroup of endomaps, of a set; to get a lattice, use the lattice of closed sets in 
some closure system ([16]; e.g. the lattice of subalgebras of some algebra). An 
unexpectedly powerful subcase of this, in turn, is 
Take for this E the set of expressions which you wish to 
prove is a normal form for R! (Or some set formed (28”) 
therefrom.) 
This trick was introduced by van der Waerden [58], who used it to establish 
the normal form for a coproduct (“free product”) of a family of groups, IJ, Gi 
[35, Vol. II, Sect. 351. One forms the set E of all reduced words in the “alphabet” 
u, Gi , describes a left action of each Gi on E, and considers the group G of 
607/29/2-6 
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permutations of E generated by all these actions. One would expect this approach 
to lead in a circle, and not have any advantage over the standard verification that 
the “natural” multiplication on reduced words is a group structure. But in fact, 
this method cuts away the whole tedious proof of associativity, since composition 
of permutations is automatically an associative operation; and on the other hand, 
it is easy to see that if u and z, are distinct reduced expressions, then the corre- 
sponding products-of-actions-on-E are distinct, since they take the empty word 
1 to u and v respectively. 
The same method works for coproducts of semigroups, and of k-rings with 
good k-module structures. See [4] for a proof of Corollary 8.2 without the help 
of the Diamond Lemma. 
In general, (28”) seems to make a satisfactory and elegant alternative to 
Theorem 1.2 for rings in cases where the reduction procedure is such that when 
one multiplies a reduced word on the left by an arbitrary letter, the resulting 
reductions cannot “propagate” to the right, so that the actions of those generators 
on the free K-module spanned by the reduced words can be concisely described. 
But in cases like those of Sections 2 and 3, there is no control on such “propaga- 
tion,” and Theorem 1.2 seems the best approach. (The method of (28”) is used 
to prove the Poincar&Birkhoff-Witt theorem in [52], but this requires a 
complicated induction, and does not yield nearly as easy a proof as in Section 3 
above.) 
An exposition of universal constructions and canonical form results at the 
level of an elementary graduate course, including the ideas of (27)-(28”) is 
given in [S]. 
11.3. Direct Limit Canonical Forms 
Suppose that a is a directed partially ordered set, that for every d E 9, Fd 
is a family of expressions for some elements of an algebraic system R, on which 
expressions we are given some sort of reduction procedure, and that for every 
pair d < d’ a map fdtd: Fd + Fdj is given which respects reductions, such that 
for d < d’ < d” and A EF~, one has fdvd(A) = fd*d(fd~d(A)). Then if every 
element of R is represented by an expression in some Fd , and every expression 
in every Fd has reduction-unique images in all Fd, with d’ sufficiently large; and 
if two expressions represent the same element if and only if their reduced forms 
eventually agree, then we could say that we have a direct limit canonical form 
for the elements of R. 
(This definition is only a rough suggestion, which I leave to other investigators 
to refine. Perhaps the mapsf,t, could do the job of reductions as well. Perhaps 9 
should be a more general category than a partially ordered set.) 
One very simple example of this is the familiar construction of a localization 
C[S-l] of a commutative ring C with respect to a multiplicative semigroup 
S c C. For each s E S we have a set of formal expressions F, = {as-l j a E C}. 
Whenever s, st E S we map F, to F,, by as-1 --t (at)(st)-1. Though we do not 
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have here a normal form in any strict sense, what we have serves much of the 
function of a normal form: it gives us a strong handle on computations with 
elements in the object in question. 
What actually led me to the idea of direct limit canonical forms was the 
annoying observation that Corollary 8.2 above does not give the full result of 
Cohn [14, Theorem 4.41. The latter concerns the right module structure of a 
coproduct of faithful k-rings, IJ RA , such that for each X, the right k-module 
R,/k is flat. Now flat modules may be characterized as direct limits of free 
modules, from which it follows that in the above situation, each right k-module 
RA can be written as a direct limit of free modules FA,d = k @ X,,,k. If each 
FA,d could be made a k-ring so that Rh was their direct limit, we could apply 
Corollary 8.2 to these rings and go to the limit to get Cohn’s result. In general 
this will not be possible; but as an approximation to such a ring structure, 
note that each a E F,,,a,, b E FAsa, have a “product” in some FA,a,. So we may hope 
to get some sort of direct limit canonical forms for the k-rings RA , and then apply 
methods analogous to the proof of Corollary 8.2 to get the full result of [14]. 
Applying the same ideas to Corollary 8.1, one should get information on the 
k-bimodule structures of k-rings R, which are direct limits of split bimodule 
extensions k @ MAsd. 
Whether these particular ideas would work I cannot say, but the idea of a 
direct limit canonical form seems worth keeping in mind. 
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